
The High Performance Digital Radio Testbed HIRATE 
which has been developed by the Fraunhofer Heinrich 
Hertz Institute enables the implementation of various 
wireless transmission concepts and signal process-
ing algorithms. Its flexible FPGA-based high perfor-
mance digital signal processing capabilities combined 
with wideband RF front-ends are demonstrated by 
two  appli cations: real-time channel measurement 
and OFDM data transmission with radio and optical 
 frontends.

Real-Time Channel Sounding with HIRATE

The implemented channel sounder is able to measure and 
calculate the Doppler spread function (Doppler-resolved 
channel impulse response) in real time and display it as 
a live video stream with eight images per second. The 
installed RF front-end modules of HIRATE are designed 
for operation in the carrier frequency range from 2.1 GHz 
to 2.4 GHz. Due to the large measurement bandwidth of 
250 MHz, the delay time resolution is better than 10 ns. 
The resolution depends on the measurement bandwidth 
and the smoothing window function. The measurement 
timing is configured for a Doppler  frequency resolution 
of a few Hz. This allows recognizing and demonstrating 
the effects of Doppler shift and Doppler spread caused by 
moderate movements of the antenna by hand. 

In the real-time demonstration mode a SISO link between 
a single transmit antenna and a single receive antenna is 
evaluated and displayed. 
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Automatic gain control is not activated within the dem-
onstration mode because a sufficiently high fixed gain 
measurement dynamic range of 50 dB is achieved. 

For performing high-precision measurements, a second 
operation mode is implemented which supports 2×2 
MIMO measurements. In this measurement mode only 
the first signal processing operation, signal averaging, 
is  carried out as real-time operation. The pre-processed 
signals are then recorded and further signal processing 
operations are implemented in MATLAB® on the host 
computer. In this mode additional calibration operations 
are included within the algorithm, increasing the measure-
ment accuracy and the dynamic range. Different post-
processing operations and parameters can be applied to 
the recorded measurement signals to adapt to different 
purposes of analysis. 

Also, different representations of the channel charac-
teristics can be calculated e.g. the time variant impulse 
response function, the time variant transfer function, 
antenna correlation etc. The dynamic range of this high 
precision measurement mode is further extended to   
about 70 dB by the activation of the implemented auto-
matic gain control (AGC) algorithm.

HIRATE transceiver board equipped with plug-on modules 



Radio / Optical Transmission with HIRATE

The transmission demonstraton is based on a realtime 
OFDM transceiver implementation on HIRATE. The OFDM 
transceiver covers a subset of the IEEE802.11p car-to-car 
communication standard and has been adapted to the 
demands of a cooperative road safety system. 

The transmission uses a signal bandwidth of 10 MHz, 
BPSK control data modulation, and QPSK payload data 
modulation. A convolutional channel code of rate ½ is 
used for error correction. The transceiver sampling rate   
of 10 MHz is matched to the higher DAC/ADC conversion 
rate by up- and downsampling filters. Moreover, digital 
frequency up- and downconversion modules are imple-
mented for fast frequency channel selection.

Integrated monitoring functions inside the transceiver 
allow displaying the received baseband signal in time 
domain as well as the instantaneous channel state infor-
mation and scatter plots of the received data symbols. 
Moreover, the instantaneous signal-to-noise power ratio 
and the estimated frequency offset between transmitter 
and receiver are displayed. 
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Real-time transmission monitoring with HIRATE

The two transmit and receive channels of HIRATE allow 
to use two different types of frontends simultaneously. 
In this demonstration we use the first channel for radio 
transmission with conventional monopole antennas. The 
second channel is connected to optical front-ends for free 
space infrared data communication. 

The display can be switched between radio and optical 
transmission by a simple mouse click. This vividly reveals 
the differences in radio and optical transmission charac-
teristics as well as it highlights the flexibility of the HIRATE 
system concept.
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Front-end for free space infrared data communication


